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Unit 10 Education
Discuss education, read a web article about studying, practice talking about the
speaking examination and listen to students’ discussions.

Unit 11 Achievements
Discuss world records and achievements, read an article about Olympic sports,
several examples of what a hero is like and write about the students’ heroes.

Unit 12 Organization
Discuss and read about different kinds of organizations , listen to people from
worldwide organizations and write about them.

Unit 13 Famous people
Discuss fame and famous people, read two articles about different famous people,
listening tasks related and blog writing about famous people.

Unit 14 Medical care
Discuss medical care , listen to a discussion about Florence Nightingale , read about
a paramedic, listen to a talk about international charities.

Unit 15 Healthy living
Discuss healthy living and activities, read about healthy foods, watch and listen to
pupils talking about healthy foods , write notes , role plays, summarize PART 4 Ideas
and the modern world

Unit 16 Social media Discuss social media using information from graphics, read
about spending too much time online, listen to someone talking about risks
connected to mobile phones and social media.

Unit 17 The Environment discuss pollution , recycling in Indonesia, climate change
, note-taking and summaries ,



Unit 18 Hunger
Discuss hunger and chewing gum, biotechnology in food production, write about
food and harmful one.

Unit 19 Fashions
Discuss fashion and style, listen to someone talk about style and ethical clothing
speaking.

Unit 20 Technology

Discuss different technologies, read about the latest technologies. Speaking, topic
cards

Grammar:
- connectors
- present perfect vs past simple
- conditionals
- passives
- modal verbs
- past perfect simple and continuous
- future tenses
- reported speech
- relative clauses

Skills:

- listening and interpreting audio information
- Listening for specific information
- Formal and informal writing: e-mail, report
- note taking
- summarizing a written text
- creative writing
- Information exchange
- discussing opinions
- self and peer assessment
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